
Why	Have	a	Continued	Relationship	
with	the	Offender

n Family
n Shock or disbelief
n Rush to normalization
n Prior relationship w/ offender
n Attachment, love
n “Pretend Normal”
n Fear of leaving



Reports at Age 19
n Age 6 – father dies
n Sent to live with mother
n Stepfather starts raping her – age 6
n Age 14 – mother finds text
n Mom: promises her he won’t do it again
n Mom: promises her he’ll leave
n Mom: don’t tell; doesn’t
n Doesn’t do it again
n Doesn’t leave
n ”Where did I have to go?”



Why	Doesn’t	She	Leave	Him	Alone?

n Attachment/love
n Hope, promises
n Return to normal
n Isolates abuse
n Safety with others
n Her fault

(c)	2010	V.	Valliere,	Psy.D.



Resistance	or	Fighting	back

Not	fighting	or	overtly	resisting	
¡ Fear	or	terror
¡ Frozen
¡Disbelief	that	this	is	happening
• Belief	that	it	will	be	worse	to	fight
• Socialization	to	passivity
• Protection	of	others



Most Counterintuitive Behavior

Sexual responsivity during assault



Anxiety Increases Sexual Arousal

N = 12 males 
Ages 21 to 30

nTrained on electric shock to tolerance

nTold 60% chance of shock with lights 1 or2 
were on

nViewed sex film while lights were on



Results

nNo shocks actually given 2nd time

nShock conditions increased arousal

nAnxiety about shocks increased arousal

(Barlow, Sakheim &Beck, 1983)



Results with Females

N = 7
All films 2 minutes

nAnxiety video
Aftermath of several car accidents 
including occupant’s death cries 

nErotic video
Nude couple engaging in foreplay

nNeutral
Travelogue of Nova Scotia

(Hoon, Wincze and Hoon, 1977)



Impact of Anxiety on Sexual 
Arousal

n If initially sexual aroused, then subsequent 
anxiety film decreases arousal.

n If initially anxious, then subsequent erotic film 
produces higher arousal. 

(Hoon, Wincze and Hoon, 1977)



Excitation Transfer



“It is known from laboratory studies with women 
who are visually exposed to sexually explicit 
videos that they can show increased blood flow 
to their vaginas (indicating effective genital 
sexual arousal) despite the fact that their 
subjective reports or conscious perception of the 
stimuli, indicates that they are not excited or 
aroused.” 

(Levin & Berlo, 2004, p. 85)



“Thus a female subject who is afraid or 
frightened during a sexual assault would not 
necessarily have unresponsive genitals to 
the sexual manipulations of her violator.”

(Levin & Berlo, 2004, p. 85)



Rates of Arousal in Assaults
N = 58

12 (21%)

Physical response to sexual assault in spite 
of experiencing it mentally as “dreadful”

(Ensink &  Van Berlo, 1999)



11 of the 12 used violence

2 used excessive violence



Recantation

Biggest	predictor?	

Maternal	support



Step 1: Discuss the event; begin to “share” 
blame; victim confronts offender; anger, 
blame and regret 

Step 2: Minimize abuse and blame victim; 
invokes sympathy and tries to become the 
victim; victims soothes perp; anger, 
sadness, guilt, regret



Step 3: Invokes issues of loss, positive 
memories; bonds over dreams/love; 
common enemies; relief to be connecting 
again 

Step 4: Perp asks victim to recant; 
sympathy; minimization; relief, anger, 
sadness



Step 5: Construct the “story” and redefine 
abuse; blame the State; give instructions; 
relief, excitement, hope



Bonomi,	A.,	Gangamma,	R.,	Locke,	C.,	Katafiasz,	
H.,	&	Martin,	D.	(2011)	“Meet	me	at	the	hill	
where	we	used	to	park”:	interpersonal	processes	
associated	with	victim	recantation.	
Social	Science	&	medicine,	73,	1054-1061



= RECANTATION



Getting	the	Victim’s	Cooperation

n Ask	them	for	“consent”

n Bribe	them

n Give	them	special	privileges

n Have	them	carry	the	secret



Getting	the	Victim’s	Cooperation
n Stimulate	them/Pleasure	them

n Confuse	them

n Tell	them	they	like	it

n Tell	them	it	means	they	love	you



Getting	the	Victim’s	Cooperation

nGive	them	responsibility	for	the	family’s	safety

nMake	them	feel	stupid,	ashamed

nSocialize	them	to	the	abuse

nBlackmail	them





Trauma	Bonding
n The process by which the victim gets highly 

attached and bonded to the offender
n Connection to the offender
n Idea/belief in responsibility for the crimes
n Hope
n Comfort from the abuser
n Reliance on the abuser

Adapted from J. Hindman (1989) Just 
Before Dawn.   Ontario: Oregon, Alexandria 
Associates.



Trauma	Bonding:	What	is	it?
“When victims have a certain dysfunctional 
attachment that occurs in the presence of 
danger, shame, or exploitation.” 

(Carnes, 1997, p. 29)

“A traumatic bond is created when pain is 
inflicted into the attachment. This bond is 
stronger than a non-traumatic bond. The more 
traumatic the bond, the harder to get out.” 

(Anderson, 2009).



n “The process by which the victim gets attached to 
trauma or the perpetrator of trauma” 

(Hindman, 1989).

n “When person, male or female, has suffered harsh, 
painful treatment over an extended period of time, he 
or she naturally feels a flood of love and gratitude 
towards anyone who brings relief, like the surge of 
affection one might feel for the hand that offers a 
glass of water on a scorching day. But in the situation 
of abuse, the rescuer and the tormentor are the very 
same person” 

(Bancroft, 2002, p.220). 



An affectional bond that has been distorted 
by the dynamics of abuse.



How	is	it	created?

n Love superseded by terror
n Relief and gratitude
n Comfort by the abuser
n Variable Reinforcement
n Shift in blame/Locus of control
n Changing perception of reality



When a Trauma Bond Exists . . 
.

n Children want the abuse to stop.

n Sometimes they don’t want to lose the 
offender.



Manipulated/Coerced Consent

n Threats
No one will believe you.
I’ll kill your mom.
I’ll kill your pets.
I’ll kill you.



Manipulated/Coerced Consent

n Affection
I’m just showing you I love you.
I bought you all this stuff.
Children should learn about sex from 

someone who loves them.



Manipulated/Coerced Consent

n Affection/Threats
I’ll go to jail.
I’ll kill myself.
It will hurt your mother.
Your siblings will be mad if I go to jail.



Manipulated/Coerced Consent

n Shame/confusion
You wanted me to do those things.
You started it.
You liked it.
All dads do those things.



Response to Trauma

nChildren freeze

nSense of helplessness

nGetting it over with



Trauma	Bonding

Factors	that	decrease	likelihood	of	the	bond	
developing:

• Being	believed
• Clear	identification	of	the	perpetrator/victim
• Resilience
• Lack	Of	Guilt	or	Blame
• Family	Functionality

(Berliner	&	Elliot,	1996)


